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The Invacare® Matrx® Genera™ Back provides postural stability, supportive 
contour and comfort through a hard-shell back so that no individual needs to make 
do with sling upholstery

Features and Functional Benefits

Outer cover - Attractive, water resistant and breathable cover, vinyl backed

Back shell - Sturdy contoured shell with 3" of contour depth, durable plated steel 
hardware. Built-in T-nuts for headrest attachment

Hardware - Hardware adjusts to fit the chairs nominal width and 1" wider than back  
model width. Provides 1" depth and 20° recline adjustability

Quick release hardware for easy removal

HCPCS Code: E2611

All references to HCPCS codes:  Providers are responsible for  determining the appropriate billing codes when submitting claims to the Medicare program and should 
consult an attorney or other advisor to discuss specific situations in further detail.
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Model #  Width  Depth  Height at Height at Leg Product Weight Limited 
    Adductor/Abductor Trough Weight Capacity Warranty

EC  16", 18", 20" 16", 18" 3.25"/2.25" 2" 2 lb. and up 250 lb.  1 Year

SD  10" - 24" 7" - 20" 1.5"/2.5" 2" 2 lb. and up 250 lb.  1 Year

CMEX  14" - 22" 14" - 20" 3.25"/2.25" 2" 2 lb. and up 250 lb.  2 Years

Model #  Height  Width  Depth Angle Product Weight Limited 
    Adjustment Adjustment Weight Capacity Warranty

VA1621R, VA1621T 16"-21" 15"-17", 17"-19" N/A N/A 2 lb. and up 300 lb. 2 Years

VA2126R, VA2126T 21"-26" 15"-17", 17"-19" N/A N/A 2 lb. and up 500 lb. 2 Years

GB  16", 20"  16", 18", 20" 1" 20" 3.7 lb. and up 300 lb. 1 Year

The new adjustable tension Invacare® Versair™ Back is designed for positioning 
and comfort, offering versatile and beneficial solutions for individual seating needs. 
The Invacare Versair Back is lightweight and provides comfort and support with 
optimal positioning when standard sling upholstery does not meet an individual's 
need. 

Features and Functional Benefits

Comfortable padded upholstery - Slim profile that does not sacrifice seat depth

Mesh upholstery - Wicks away heat and moisture for improved airflow between 
user and the back and provides added comfort

Alternating 2" tension straps - Easy to adjust as needed to provide optimal 
postural support and pelvic support/stability

Easy Mounting - Secure and easy fit around canes using hook and loop straps. 
Additionally, the back easily folds with the chair for transport

HCPCS Code: E2611/E2612

 


